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The Interagency Operations Advisory Group (IOAG) held its third teleconference following its 

annual meeting in September 2019. The purpose of the teleconference was to check the progress 

of the work in the working groups, to review the status of action from IOAG-23, IOAG-23a, and 

IOAG-23b, and discuss next steps.  

The following agenda topics were addressed: 

◼ The CCSDS team presented that the CCSDS Management Council (CMC) met the week 

prior to the IOAG 23c meeting and gave a report on CESG’s project on blue books. 

◼ A report about Interaction with ISECG which explained the relationship working with 

ISECG International Architecture Working Group (IAWG) and Technology Working 

Group (TWG). 

◼ The SFCG Working Group presented the Lunar Martian Spectrum Group (LMSG) within 

the Intersessional Working Groups (IWG) of SFCG. The group has received 

contributions on future lunar missions and potential spectrum uses in the lunar region 

from ESA, JAXA, CNSA, CNES, and ROSCOSMOS. 

◼ NASA would like to identify a lunar spectrum manager to have a single point of contact. 

◼ The status of NASA’s Artemis project, including SPD-1, next steps for sustainable lunar 

orbit staging capability and surface exploration, and CLIPS missions. 

◼ SOS Working Group summarized recent SOSWG activities, including recent meetings, 

brainstorming activities, and initial works on a first domain for “Space Debris and 

COLA.” 

◼ MOSSG Working Group covered recent related activities, including: Artemis studies 

with partners, SC3 presentation to CCSDS, MO review, and Artemis contact. 

◼ The MBC-AWG has constructed a Mars mission data sheet which covers all the known 

communications parameters for the capabilities and services for the Mars missions, 

currently in flight and projected for the period of 2020-2040. 

◼ SECSWG presented their draft five-step process for adding new commercial service 

providers. 

The Chairman and Secretariat reviewed open Action Items (AI) from previous meetings, closing 

those as appropriate, and noted seven new AI as a result of this IOAG-23c teleconference. 

The next annual meeting, IOAG-24, is scheduled for 15-17 September 2020. 

The various presentations and actions are available on the internal IOAG.org website. Service 

catalogues and other reports are available on the public IOAG.org website. 


